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INTRODUCTION 
 
Skygarden is a pen and paper, person to person role playing game for beginners. It’s turn 
based, as Players take one action at a time, one after another, and all actions are decided 
by the roll of a six-sided dice or a die. The rules have been streamlined to the utmost to 
ensure that the game is as friendly and un-scary as possible. 
 
I wrote these game rules as well as a few campaigns for a few friends who had never 
played such games before. I took out absolutely everything that could complicate the true 
goal, to live a fantastic story. This is meant to be a role playing game for people who 
consider themselves too “normal” for role playing. 
 
The beauty of a pen and paper, person to person RPG is that there are no limits. Whereas 
in a video game you may think, “My character could climb that wall,” the video game 
isn’t programmed to allow that. In Skygarden, the Player can take any action desired, 
provided that they achieve the best role. 
 
Actions are decided by chance and math, but these two elements can account for 
anything. Want to do the impossible? Name it, and the Narrator will assign the action a 
dice value. All a Player has to do is roll right and the impossible is done. Punch a 
townsperson. Convince an enemy to attack another enemy. Ride a werewolf like a horse, 
if the dice is lucky. 
 
However, the greatest element of Skygarden, as with all pen and paper games, is the 
social aspect. This is a community game, an act of fellowship, and it should be enjoyed 
among friends or those who wish to be. 
 
Most importantly, it’s a game of imagination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 ROLES 
 
There are two possible roles in the game: Player and Narrator. Most of the math and 
refereeing is put on the Narrator; it’s a role that usually requires the most experience and 
understanding of the game. The Narrator is the game runner and designer. In contrast, the 
Player simply plays. 
 
NARRATOR 
 
The Narrator is the driving force behind the game; outside of organizing the meeting and 
assembling the statistics and materials, the Narrator is the game code itself. He or she is 
responsible for three things: 1) the visuals of the world, 2) the plot and structure of the 
game, and 3) the combat mathematics. 
 
As the players move about the world, either traveling through stages, towns or open 
country, it’s up to the Narrator to paint the picture. Just as video games are coded with 
sunsets and forests and castles, the Narrator must describe the environment. The more 
description there is, the greater freedom players have to make choices. If a room has six 
features, that’s six elements that Players can consider when they act. The Narrator must 
put thought and imagination to the spaces the Players will play in each session. 
 
The Narrator must also itemize the plot, ensuring starting and ending points of each play 
session. Within those points, the Narrator must also pace out encounters, plot points and 
dialogue within the session, so that not all the action happens in one spot. Furthermore, 
it’s up to the Narrator to vary the action – which enemies appear, what extra elements are 
involved, rotating enemies out in favor of traps or including several different ways to 
defeat or circumvent monsters. 
 
Finally, and most importantly in a beginner’s game like Skygarden, the Narrator must 
track all math. This includes the statistics of each Player (which affect both combat and 
noncombat rolls), the statistics of all enemies and non-Player characters, and the damage 
rolls in combat for non-Players. 
 
PLAYER 
 
The Player is the customer – the game is for his or her enjoyment. However, a few things 
are required of the Player for the greatest experience. 
 
There is some responsibility for taking care of the Player character. The Player must take 
charge of their personal health points. It sounds like a small burden but for beginners it is 
enough. 
 
However, the main aspect of maintaining the Player character is making an effort to care. 
This means putting some thought, if not a lot, into the creation of the  player, considering 
what style the Player enjoys and what roles the other Players will be taking. 
 



This also means that the Player needs to think not as a Player but as the character. This is 
the most important rule of Skygarden. Instead of thinking, “The Narrator probably put 
something terrible behind this innocuous door,” think as the character would. He or she, 
with their background, probably just thinks it’s a door. Don’t exercise your access to 
dramatic irony. 
 
In the same vein, simply because a Player is participating in a game that revolves around 
combat doesn’t mean that every situation is winnable with violence. If a knight wouldn’t 
actually attack a group of ten trolls by himself, then the Player shouldn’t either. 
 
Create a background for the character and make decisions based on it. Don’t attack 
because you think a knight has a great sword – attack because that knight is aligned with 
an evil king that you’ve sworn to topple. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SKYGARDEN LORE 
 
Skygarden is a triangle shaped island in an empty, foreign sea. There’s another, smaller 
island above it and a few islands below it, along with a strange unknown continent, but 
Skygarden itself is the center of human civilization. However, it wasn’t always so. 
 
Long ago, the island of Skygarden was known to its inhabitants as Tevwosh. Tevwosh 
was ruled by no one, populated by clans of elves in the forest and bloodlines of dwarves 
underground. In the small islands to the south, Tigrecians, humanoid cats, lived in savage 
tribes, warring constantly with each other. Tevwosh was the same for a thousand years, 
and would’ve kept this equilibrium for a thousand more if men did not arrive. 
 
But humans came from the unknown west. They renamed the island Skygarden and 
spread out. Occasionally they treated with the elves and occasionally they made war on 
the elves. Eventually they brokered a treated with some elves and set up a elvish 
reservation on a northern peninsula of Skygarden. It was named Tevwosh, after the old 
island. However, some elves did not accept the reservation. They retreated north to 
another island, Doktenwosh, and lived in seclusion. 
 
The dwarves never saw much value in top soil or surface land; their kingdom was 
underground. Therefore, they traded with the humans but did little else. 
 
Hundreds of years passed. In the reservation, elves and humans mixed freely, creating a 
very diverse society. Eventually the reservation declared independence from Skygarden. 
Tevwosh fought a short and bloody war with the humans and won its freedom. It’s now 
ruled by a mixture of human and elvish blood. 
 
Not long after this revolution, the dwarves lost their underground kingdom by way of a 
magic portal to the Underplane. The dwarves and elves often worked together crafting 
items of mysterious magic – this experimentation led to an unstoppable gateway to hell. 
The dwarven kingdom was flooded with demons and Underthings. The Skygardeners 
built a wall around the old dwarven kingdom, now known as the Dwarven Deads, and 
guard it against the occasional sally from the demons. The dwarves now live in diasporia 
across Skygarden.  
 
Many dwarves choose to live in the Stonescapes, a nearby mountainous community that 
recently tried to secede from Skygarden, a la Tevwosh. The rebellion was quickly put 
down and the punishments for nobility and commoners alike were extremely harsh. 
 
Far south, the tropical island of Me’Lizan hosts both Skygarden colonists and Tigrecian 
tribesmen who are locked in continual skirmish over resources. Even further south is an 
unexplored continent. Me’Liqet to the Tigrecians, it’s where the majority of Tigrecians 
live and fight (and where slavers most often poach new slaves). It is also the site of the 
most recent Skygarden colony. As those colonist explore the vastness and riches of the 
continent, they too are developing a greater sense of independence from Skygarden. 

 



 
 

CHARACTER CREATION   
 

Before a Player can start a session, he or she must have a character. At the very basic 
(and Skygarden is nothing but the basic), this entails picking a race and a class. As the 
world of Skygarden is a fantastic-medieval one, both the races and classes follow the 
archetypes of those genres, curtailed to fit the lore of Skygarden. 
 
RACES 
 
Each race has strong and weak points, affecting the starting statistics. There are only 
three attributes – Strength, Speed, and Magic – and these govern all actions. Then there’s 
the ubiquitous Health – there can’t be a Skygarden without it. 
 
Statistics are represented in a (STR/SPD/MGK/HP) format. 
 
Human – The current rules of Skygarden and the vast majority of the population. They 
have average strength and speed but are strong in magic (3/3/4/15). They can use the 
Luck power to overrule one die roll. They can use all classes but get bonuses for Knight 
and Cleric. 
 
Tevwoshi Elf – The original inhabitants of Skygarden until the humans forced them into 
a reservation. They are weak but very fast with average magic (2/5/3/12). They can use 
the Instinct power to find things that are hidden or that lie ahead. They can use all speed 
and magic classes but get a bonus for Hunter. 
 
Doktenwoshi Elf – The original inhabitants of Skygarden who chose to leave the island 
for a smaller one when the humans arrived. They are weak with average speed but very 
strong magic (2/3/5/12). They can use the Blood Magic spell to use health to power a 
destructive spell. They can use all speed and magic classes but get a bonus for Wizard. 
 
Elder – A very rare proto-Skygardener that lives in seclusion. NOTE: There can only be 
one Elder in a game of Skygarden, if any, and most non-Player characters will mistake 
him or her for a giant. They are very strong but slow and have no magic (7/2/0/21). They 
can use the Limb Rip power to rip an opponent’s limb off. They can only use strength 
classes but get a bonus for Warrior. 
 
Tigrecian – Humanoid cats from southern, tropical islands; most often slaves in 
Skygarden. They have average strength but great speed and low magic (3/5/2/15). They 
can use the Roar power to paralyze a group of enemies for one turn. They can use all 
strength and speed classes but get a bonus for Ninja. 
 
Dwarf – Exiles from a lost kingdom beneath Skygardent. They’re strong with average 
speed and low magic (5/3/2/18). They can use the Rush power to interrupt an opponent’s 
turn. They can use all strength and speed classes but get a bonus for Engineer. 



CLASSES 
 
The class of a character determines his or her role in battle – a tank that absorbs damage, 
melee artist that deals great damage, a wizard that heals, an archer that snipes. Each class 
comes with unique weapons as well as statistic increases. More importantly, each class 
has its own specific skill tree with abilities that belong solely to that class and help that 
Player play as he or she wishes. 
 
For this reason, it’s very difficult to change play styles after creating a character. A 
Dwarven Knight would be hard pressed to become an archer mid-game, because the 
statistics and abilities are geared towards fighting with a sword. 
 
Finally, some classes are geared towards beginners because they involve less aspects of 
the game – the Player only has to swing a sword or fire a bow. Other classes require more 
thought and strategy, like buffing other players. Finally some classes need serious players 
as they have reflexive instead of active powers. This means the Player is responsible for 
keeping track of certain statistics and if they don’t, then the Player loses that advantage. 
 
Warrior – Strength based character, low difficulty. A fighter who concentrates on dealing 
great damage. Starts with an iron greatsword, a throwing axe and extra strength (+2). 
Starts with the power Beserker, which doubles damage for the next three turns. 
 
Knight – Strength based character, high difficulty. A fighter who concentrates on 
protecting others. Starts with a  iron longsword, an iron shield and extra health (+5). 
Starts with the power Valor, which regenerates all health and attacks an enemy with 
greater damage. 
 
Ninja – Speed based character, medium difficulty. A silent assassin. Starts with an iron 
claw, a blow gun, and extra health (+5). Starts with the power Stealth, which allows the 
character to hide for three turns. 
 
Archer – Speed based character, low difficulty. A sniper who concentrates on killing. 
Starts with a longbow, a boot knife and extra speed (+2). Starts with the power High 
Ground, which causes increased damage for the duration of battle if used from a superior 
position 
 
Hunter – A mixture of speed and magic, medium difficulty. A woodsman who knows 
combat and magic. Starts with a hunting bow, a protection ward, extra speed and magic 
(+1 and +1). Starts with the power Hunting Dog, which calls a companion animal. 
 
Engineer – A mixture of speed and strength, high difficulty. A support role that can both 
build and destroy. Starts with a crossbow, a spade and extra speed (+2). Starts with the 
power Grenade, which lobs an explosive into a group of enemies. 
 



Wizard – A magic based character, medium difficulty. A magician who concentrates on 
destruction. Starts with a fireball spell, telekinesis, and extra magic (+2). Starts with the 
power Push, which throws an enemy a great distance. 
 
Cleric – A magic based character, high difficulty. A healer and supporter. Starts with a 
healing spell, an illusion spell, and extra magic (+2). Starts with the power Shield, which 
creates an impenetrable shield around a character for three turns. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



GAMEPLAY 
 
CHARACTER ACTIONS 
 
Each scene or section will begin with the narration. The Narrator will describe the setting 
(“You stand on a green hilltop, surrounded by dense forest and crowned by sparse ruins”) 
as well as any items or non-Player characters (“There’s a large wooden chest” or “There 
are four ninjas”). After the narration, it turns to the players to act. 
 
NON-COMBAT 
 
There are three different non-combat actions: Movement, either in a safe zone like a town 
or in combat zones like a dungeon, Dialogue with a non-Player character, or Bartering 
with a non-player character. 
 
Outside of combat, Players make decisions as a group. In practice there are no ‘turns’ to 
speak of – Players are free to discuss their options and then act. If the Narrator describes 
a town with a few different streets and buildings, then the Players can take their time 
choosing where to go first. If there is dissention about the action – say the Players are in a 
cave and can’t agree on the upper or lower tunnel – then the Narrator can split the group 
in two and narrate the two divergent stories. 
 
When speaking to a non-Player character, the party can take their time discussing what to 
say or how to respond but one Player must be elected speaker. He or she is responsible 
for communication and must treat the non-Player character just as his or her character 
would (i.e. if the Player abruptly, “Where’s the bandit lair?” then the non-Player 
character may simply slam the door). If there is a disagreement among the Players, then 
two Players can speak; the Player with the highest Speed will go first. 
 
Bartering is a type of dialogue, but it happens Player by Player. Inventory is shared 
among the party – any potions or gold coins are the group’s, not owned by a single 
member. Players then must communicate with the vendor, who again will speak like a 
person and not like a menu. A Player will buy whatever he or she needs and then step 
aside for the next party member. 
 
COMBAT 
 
There are five types of combat turns: attack, support, ability, movement, and chance. 
 
During a combat turn, the most common actions will be attack or support. This will use 
the Player’s weapon or spell, possibly a potion, to cause damage or protect an ally. For 
the record, a player can also attack allies, protect enemies, or attack or protect inanimate 
objects. The Player can use his or her weapon or spell any number of times; the number 
of potions is limited to the number in inventory. 
 



Each Player starts with two or three abilities, depending on their character build. A new 
ability is gained every time the Player gains a level. However, abilities can only be used 
once a day. If a Player has four abilities, he or she can use all four throughout a day or 
none at all. But each time the Player sleeps, his or her abilities are reset. Abilities can be a 
one turn action, like a great attack or support, or have effects spread over several turns. If 
the effects last several turns, the act of using the ability does not count as a turn. 
 
Many times in combat a player must move. A melee character must move towards a 
target in order to attack, or a ranged character may want to move behind a barricade for 
protection. If there are other elements, like rising water or a fire, movement may be 
needed to escape danger. When a Player wants to move, it’s up to the Narrator as to how 
far. Given the environment designed by the Narrator, the Narrator must determine how 
far a Player can move based on the Player’s speed. The Player is not allowed to both 
move and attack. 
 
Finally, the most interesting type of turn is the chance turn. When the Player wants to 
take an unorthodox action (throwing a non-throwable weapon, executing a unique attack, 
persuading a non-Player character) or if a element of the environment requires a chance 
roll (jump from a crumbling bridge, dig out of an avalanche), the Narrator will evaluate 
both what type of action is and it’s difficulty. If the action is one of pure chance (like 
persuasion), then the narrator will assign a die value, least difficult as 1, most difficult as 
6. The Player then must roll equal or lower than that number. If it will take a four to 
avoid falling rocks, then the player must roll a four or lower. 
 
However, if the Narrator decides that an action requires skill – if it’s likely to be decided 
by Strength, Speed, or Magic, then the Player must roll two die and must roll equal or 
lower than the Player’s statistic in question. To shield yourself from a ghost, which would 
require Magic, then a Player must roll his or he statistic or less. Therefore, a low Magic 
of four would be difficult to achieve – only by rolling a two, three, or four. However, a 
high Magic of ten would make the shield easy. 
 
TURNS 
 
The order of turns is generally decided by the Speed attribute. When enemies are 
encountered and both parties are aware of each other, the highest Speed Player or non-
Player characters go first, and then on from there. If two Players are tied in Speed, then 
whoever has the highest Strength goes first, and then Magic. If a Player and a non-Player 
character are tied, the Player always goes first. 
 
If one group surprises another – say the Players see evil goblins huddled around a fire or 
savage Tigrecians jump out of the trees on top of the Players – then the attacks have the 
initiative. Their entire group gets to go first, in order of Speed. 
 
 
 
 



ENEMIES 
 
When controlling non-Player characters, the Narrator most often will attack either a) the 
Player closest, or b) the Player that just attacked that character. However, as the game 
goes on and stronger and more complex enemies emerge, the Narrator may choose to 
implement strategy in the attacks. There may be four mercenaries with swords and a 
mercenary cleric healing the party, or one mercenary may shout, “Kill the giant!” and all 
his companions rush at the Player character that is an Elder. It is completely on the 
Narrator to decide how difficult combat should be. 
 
Again, a Player should never take actions in Skygarden solely because it is what makes 
sense in the context of a game. It should be up to the Narrator to keep the Players on their 
toes. Sometimes Players are lulled into feelings of security because the last few battles 
have been straightforward. If Players continue to rush headlong into combat, then there 
should be traps, hidden trolls and certain doom to keep them acting cautious and in 
character. 
 
DEATH 
 
If a Player dies in combat, that is, if his or her Health Points are reduced to zero, for all 
purposes he or she is unconscious. No actions can be taken and the Player lies lifeless on 
the floor. Early in Skygarden, it is impossible to revive fallen Players, but at later levels 
Players can buy potions to bring “dead” Players back to life and can learn spells to bring 
them back to life. 
 
After combat is finished, a Player essentially wakes up from unconsciousness at one-
fourth their Health Points. 
 
If all Players die in combat, then the game is in a way reset. Those characters for all 
purposes are dead. However, the plot must continue. Therefore, the Players will spawn 
new characters at the nearest town or safe area to continue the mission. In spawning a 
new character, the Players may start at the same level as their last character – for 
example, if one Player had a level 5 Human Knight, then the respawned character is also 
level 5. However, the Player doesn’t necessarily have to be a Human Knight – he or she 
can just as well become a level 5 Tevwoshi Cleric.  
 
It is possible to recreate the previous character in level and abilities. The draw back to the 
entire party respawning is that any spells or weapons the Player previously had are now 
gone. The new Tevwoshi Cleric, regardless that he or she is level 5, starts with the most 
basic spell. 
 
LEVELING UP 
 
After various adventures and such, and at the Narrator’s discretion, Players will 
occasionally level up. Usually this takes place at the end of a session, after the stage has 
been finished and before the Players disband the game for the night. 



 
Leveling up entails three things: an increase in Health Points, an increase in an attribute, 
and a new ability. First, Players will take their current Strength rating and add it to their 
Health Points. A level 1 Dwarven Engineer with 18 HP and 5 STR would, at level 2, have 
18+5=23 Health Points. 
 
Then, the Player would be able to increase one attribute by one. That Dwarven Engineer 
could increase his or her Strength from 5 to 6, or either of the other attributes by one. 
Only one attribute, though. 
 
Finally, the Player can pick one new ability from a structured skill tree. The skill tree is 
specific to each class; Ninjas have skills that no other class has, just as Hunters have 
skills unique to their profession. As the skill tree branches, the Player can choose between 
new abilities or upgrade current ones. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WEAPONS AND SPELLS 
 

Weapons and spells have many levels – an infinite amount, possibly, as many as the 
Narrator has adjectives for. However, at their base it remains the same. The weapon or 
spell is ruled by the roll of a dice – one dice or two, depending on the weapon. That 
number is then added to half the contributing attribute (STR/2 for most melee weapons, 
SPD/2 for ranged weapons, MGK/2 for spells). Finally, any modifying numbers, due to 
the quality of the item (like +1 for steel or +5 for bloodore), are added into the attack. 
 
A blue steel longsword’s stats would look like this: 
 
(1 to 6) + (STR/2) + 2 
 
Along with the quality of material, a weapon or spell may carry special instructions, like 
throwing another die, increasing the damage with each kill, roll for a chance to paralyze, 
and so forth. However, these come at later levels, only at the Narrator’s discretion, and 
due to their passive nature it is always on the Player to remember such things. 
 
TWO HANDED, STRENGTH 
 
GREATSWORD, BATTLEAXE, WAR HAMMER 
These weapons are swung with both hands and deliver great damage. Two dice are rolled. 
 
ONE HANDED, STRENGTH 
 
LONGSWORD, WAR AXE, MACE 
These weapons require only one hand and thus do less damage. One die is rolled. There is 
an obvious disadvantage to a one handed strength weapon (the possible damage is 1 to 6 
instead of 2 to 12), but there are two possibilities for the off hand. 
 
One, the Player may dual wield at the loss of the attribute modifier. If the Player had two 
smoked glass war axes, then his or her attack would look like this. 
 
(1 to 6) + (STR/2) + 3 for the dominant hand, plus 
(1 to 6) + 3 for the off hand. 
 
Two, the Player may choose to carry a shield. 
 
TOWER SHIELD, BUCKLER, TARGE 
The shield is meant for advanced Players as it is an entirely passive advantage. It gives 
the Player a roll to block each melee attack. For every incoming melee attack, the Player 
will roll two dice, trying to roll equal to or less than half of his or her strength. So if the 
Player has a Strength of 8, to block an incoming attack the roll of two dice must be 4 or 
less. 
 



Additionally, a Player wielding a shield can choose to skip his turn by shielding another 
Player. If a shield-bearer does this, any incoming attack towards the Player or the one 
being shielded is blocked with double efficiency (roll to equal STR instead of STR/2). 
 
Later, shields can be found that block arrows and eventually magic. 
 
Finally, the shield can be used with shield bash. This does a consistent damage, equal to 
only Strength (if Strength is 8, damage is 8). However, the Player can roll to see if the 
enemy is stunned. 
 
THROWING AXE 
A specialized weapon, this like the shield bash, does consistent damage, only equal to a 
Player’s Strength. However the Player can roll to see if the axe sticks in the opponent – if 
it does, the enemy’s attacks are halved, and he or she does half the damage as normal. 
 
This is the only ranged Strength weapon. 
 
ONE HANDED, SPEED 
 
CLAW, DAGGER, NUNCHAK 
These weapons are one handed and therefore only require the roll of one die. However, 
the dual wielding rules apply the same here as with one handed Strength weapons. 
 
Melee Speed characters have the chance of learning how to dodge, as well. Finding 
trainers in various cities or settlements, a character like a Ninja can learn to dodge melee 
attacks and later in the game, Speed and Magic attacks. 
 
The system is the same as with shields. To dodge an incoming attack, the Player must roll 
two dice to equal or less half of his or her Speed. With a Speed of ten, the Player must 
roll a five or lower to dodge. As with the shield, this passive power is on the Player to 
remember and not the Narrator. Because of this, it’s recommended only for advanced 
Players. 
 
LONGBOW, HUNTING BOW 
The rules are the same, except now the weapon is ranged. It’s a one die roll and, with 
proper training, the Player can learn to dodge attacks. 
 
TWO HANDED, SPEED 
 
CROSSBOW 
A clunky weapon, it still requires Speed to aim. It’s increased power means that a Player 
wielding a crossbow can roll two dice for attack. 
 
 
 
 



ONE HANDED, MAGIC 
 
All magic spells are one handed. However, in Skygarden, a wizard is limited to dual 
wielding. This means that any magic user can only have two spells at a time 
 
AGGRESSIVE SPELLS 
As with swords and bows, spells are governed by the (1 to 6) + (MGK/2) + quality 
formula. Spells are ranged and more often that swords and bows have special instructions 
that accompany them. 
 
SUPPORT SPELLS 
Like the aggressive spells, these are ruled by dice. However, this happens in two different 
ways. Support spells with a numerical value (how many points healed, how many points 
shielded) follow the same rules. (1 to 6) + (MGK/2) + quality. With respect to support 
spells with less definition (Illusion, Telekinesis), the Player must tell the Narrator what he 
or she wishes to do. The Narrator will then evaluate the Player’s Magic rating and the 
difficulty of the action and let the player roll one die for success with a goal – 1 for 
easiest, 6 for most difficult. 
 
Cross dual wielding (a longsword and a healing spell, a dagger and a fireball) are 
perfectly legal. However, with different contributing attributes the Player is bound to be 
less effective with one weapon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



SUPPLIES 
 

The essential rules are encompassed above. For any errors or omissions in the book, 
please contact me and I will delineate. At the very least, the Narrator has supreme 
authority. 
 
To play Skygarden, there are a few things needed. A Narrator, most notably, and ideally 
three to five Players. After five, turns take so long that combat is noticeably slowed 
down. With less than three, the obstacles cannot be so magnificent and the social aspect 
of the game is lost. However, if that’s the only way to play the game, then play on. 
 
For each session, the Narrator will need a script for the stages the Players will go through 
during the session. This will include any traps, civilians, and enemies. The Narrator will 
also need to keep all statistics on every enemy encountered or possibly encountered. I 
have campaigns and an enemy encyclopedia, or this can be simply invented by the 
Narrator. A pen and scrap paper are suggested for math. 
 
For each combat area, an overhead map will be need to denote Player and enemy position 
as well as any obstacles or barricades. Though it can be done without, tokens for each 
Player are useful to track movement. These can be made of construction paper. 
 
Two dice are all that’s need for chance. 
 
Each player will need a player sheet and a pen to track Health Points. The sheet is a 
simple collection of all pertinent information. 
 
HP STR SPD MGK   ABILITIES   WEAPON 
 
This will give the Player all necessary information for gameplay. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SKILL TREES 
 

Finally, here are the abbreviated skill trees. While the trees can in theory go on forever, 
these are enough for Players to go all the way to level 4, or four full sessions. After this, a 
Narrator can either create the tree on his or her own or contact me for more. 
 
By the fifth level, further specialization will occur as the Player understands better the 
style of play he or she wishes to practice. This will come in the form of bonuses to 
character aspects. 
 
WARRIOR 
 
Beserker – doubles damage for three turns. Leads to 
Sweep – attack hits all area enemies. Leads to 
Taunt – convinces targeted enemy to attack the player at half damage. Leads to 
Death Leap – leap a great distance or over an obstacle and attack for double damage. 
 
KNIGHT 
 
Valor – regenerate all health and attack for 1.5x damage. Leads to 
Tower Shield – block all attacks of any kind for the Player and one target. Leads to 
War Horn – double turns for three turns. Leads to 
Sacrifice – sacrifice own life to kill two enemies. 
 
NINJA 
 
Stealth – make no noise for three turns. Leads to 
Choke – damage equal to speed for each turn until enemy rolls to escape. Leads to 
Assassinate – instantly kill an enemy if behind said enemy. Leads to 
Sword Dance – make four weapon strikes in one turn. 
 
ARCHER 
 
High Ground – if in superior position, 1.5x damage for the duration of battle. Leads to 
Maim – arrow lodged in enemy halves all damage enemy deals out. Leads to 
Fire Arrows – +5 damage for duration of battle; roll for fire to engulf enemies. Leads to 
Trick Shot – perform an impossible shot. 
 
HUNTER 
 
Hunting Dog – call a companion animal to fight alongside the Player. Leads to 
Aim – lose a turn to ensure a killing shot. Leads to 
Soothe – versus animals, can calm an enemy one turn and ally with it the next. Leads to 
Trap – lay a trap to kill most creatures and trap the largest. 
 
 



ENGINEER 
 
Grenade – lob an explosive into a crowd of enemies, dealing (3 to 18) damage. Leads to 
Fortify – create a superior position, either by digging or building a barricade. Leads to 
Sap – destroy walls, doors, or any structure. Leads to 
Tower Defense – if superior position, triple damage. 
 
WIZARD 
 
Push – throw enemies a great distance. Leads to 
Stone Skin – negates 5 damage points of attackers for the duration of battle. Leads to 
Flood – flood the area with conjured water. Leads to 
Bird Bombs – release a flock of six birds that explode, dealing (1 to 6) damage. 
 
CLERIC 
 
Shield – put an impenetrable shield around a character for three turns. Leads to 
Teleport – appear anywhere in the combat area. Leads to 
Fire Cloak – wear fire for the duration of battle, 5 damage to melee enemies. Leads to 
Time Travel – restart a battle or a scenario that isn’t going well. 

 


